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designers’ offices
integrated design in an urban setting

The collaborative office is sited in an under-used
parking lot in downtown Knoxville, Tn. The multidisciplinary design firm includes landscape
architecture, engineering, architecture, and
planning. The site sits at the corner of Market
and Clinch, serving as connection between the
Knox County Library and the shopping district
of Market Square. The fully integrated design
fulfills requirements for LEED certification
through carefully selected materials and
thoughtful site responses.

collaborative design office

Awards: AIA Middle Tennessee Design Award, Hnedak
Bobo Global Design Award: Honorable Mention

View From Market St.
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Urban Response

market st.

walnut ave.

The Site is bisected by the linear volume of the atrium,
creating an interior pedestrian street. The offices anchor
the two end of the bar, leaving voids for exterior courtyards.

clinch ave.

View From Clinch Ave.
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The two volumes anchoring the East
and West ends of the site are the
lungs of the building, connected by
the spine of the open atrium. Within
the structural grid, different objects
float, like small ships in the harbour,
anchored but never stagnant. The
individual workplaces are similarly
organized as little pods shifting
around the grid.

Open Office Space
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Entrance at Walnut St.

Facade Studies

Second Floor Plan
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In order to accommodate the different facets of integrated
design, the section is pierced by a four storey atrium of
channel glass. Group meeting rooms stack on both the
East and West ends of the atrium. On the uppermost
floor there is an event room and roof terrace gardens for
hosting events and entertaining
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Roof Garden

Grey terra-cotta panels and channel glass compose the
majority of the well insulated enclosure. The structure
is steel with exposed decking, celebrating revealed
systems and structure.

Details
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museum of cartoon and comic art

design competition for a cartoon museum in new york

The museum is located in the lower East
side of New York, and was designed as an
entry in the Sucker-Punch competition for a
cartoon museum. Lecture hall, classrooms,
and a small cafe are included in addition
to six gallery spaces for permanent and rotating collections of cartoon and comic art.
The undulating facade and screening system playfully hold the corner of Delancey
and Norfolk near the Williamsburg Bridge.

Crossing Delancey St.
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The structure occupies the edge
of a disintegrating urban grid.
The sunken interior arboretum
slices through shifting floor
plates, creating a solace for the
visitor. Galleries for the collection, as well as a changing
display are stacked around the
datum of the open stair, continuing an introspective calm
from the tumultuous street of
food carts and taxi horns outside.
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net-zero brewery

collaborative design on the riverfront

The Brewery in Eugene, Oregon is specifically
designed according to climatic and site criteria
in order to achieve net-zero energy use. The
project was conducted in a team of three
students, allowing for highly investigative and
collaborative design. The site was selected on
Eugene’s under-used riverfront. As part of a
proposed master-plan to re-invent Eugene’s
waterfront on the Willamette River, the
brewery and biergarten anchor restaurant row,
and emphasize a strong connection to the
beautiful natural surroundings. Team credits
go to fellow classmates Katie O’Connell and
Amanda Gertsen.

View From Boardwalk
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Design Process

Existing on the site, was an abandoned electrical station and industrial area, sun-baked and barren. The
master-plan proposed to enhance the
well-used bike path, create tree-lined
streets, develop a pedestrian boardwalk, designate a row of restaurants,
and construct mixed use residential
and commercial buildings. A primary
focus of the proposal was creating
sustainable and regional architecture
along the river, an artery of the city.
Through detailed site and climate
analysis we as a team were able to develop a scheme that contributed to the
urban fabric, served as an educational
tool about sustainable design, and
provided a great place for Eugene to
brew and drink beer as a community.

Site Sun Studies

Site Wind Studies

Model Studies
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Gateway

Having comfortable, lively exterior space was a requirement in
the program. To accommodate,
both a summer garden, shaded
and verdant with native cherry
trees, and a winter garden, surrounded by red birch and a protective berm, were incorporated.
The program is organized around
the spine of the brewery, a slanting glassed volume that is selfheated and cooled by solar gains
and re-captured equipment heat.
The beer hall is divided into two
levels, with the upper level cantilevering out into the tree-tops.

Beer Hall

Transparency Through the Brewery

Site With A Swale: great amounts of rain are harvested in a cistern, or re-absorbed in a series of bio-swales
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marzona archive and institute
academic campus in rural verzegnis, italy for egidio
marzona’s private art collection and workshops

On the edge of the tiny Italian town of Verzegnis
is the proposed site for a artist retreat, gallery, library, and archive to house the collection of noted Italian art collector Egidio Marzona. Marzona
has passionately curated the works of Donald
Judd, Sol Le Witt, Jasper Johns and many other
noted artists. In addition Marzona voraciously
collects print media, film, recordings, and other
artifacts from the art world. Each year an academic design competition is held, including the
students at the Bauhaus Universität in Weimar,
Germany. The collector’s vision for the campus is
a place of creativity, solitude, appreciation, and
education for artists, students, and the people of
the village.
Awards: Hnedak Bobo Global Design Award: 2nd
Place

Entrance From the Woods
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The site is an open field at the edge of an Italian forest high
in the Southern Alps. The tiny path connecting two villages
trickles through the woods and into the field, happening
upon the campus. A plinth rises out of the field, enhancing
the edge of the forest, accommodating the landscape. The
program is broken up into vessels floating on a bar: the
library, cafe, workshops and artist residences are above in
the light, creating edges which define the area for outdoor
sculptures. Below ground is a large gallery space, meeting
room, and archival storage.
Site on the Edge

Library
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On Top of the Plinth, Looking Back
Skylit Gallery Below
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an investigation in the nature of making
self directed critical research project

The act of making is responsive. Two distinct ways
of making have diverged in reaction to social, technological, and economic factors: a making of closeness and of distance
The factory practices a making of distance.
The workshop practices a making of closeness.
I am concerned with the weak connections brought
about by a distant and unresponsive process of
making, and the resulting rapid cycle of consumption. How can architecture facilitate a process of
making that is close responsive and descriptive?
“The most human feature of humanity [is] its
creativity” -Otl Aicher

Two Ways of Making: A Workshop and A Factory
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abstract Human creativity necessitates making. Bicycles,
celebrations, maps, families, all are constructs of
the physical. It is through making that we are able
to react and construct our framework of living.
The manufactured object is descriptive. Hints
about the landscape are written in materials.
Notions of a maker and method are present in
details and finishes. Futures are determined by
durability and potential for repairs.
What do the objects of an industrial/technological culture describe? Lines of mass production
are mentioned in pristine standardization. Rigid
angles and molded plastics are the products of
a machine. A short life cycle ending in a landfill
seems inevitable. The cycle of making, consuming, and discarding is shortened, while the paths
of materials and objects are stretched.

A History of The Forest, As Told by an Object: The Wigwam Burner

“We know and understand our world and
ourselves as cultural beings primarily through
our own constructions, both material and
mental, past and present” -Juhani Pallasmaa
The origins and character of objects are lost to mass
standardization. Human creativity, once manifest
in the art of crafting and making, has been surrendered to the machine. What is the potential of
craft and manufacturing to influence a society that
values what it constructs?
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Skin Studies: The First Response

Proposed Site: Astoria, Oregon

The Workshop as a Responsive Organism

Abandoned Airfield and Mooring Harbor on the Coast. Materials Follow a Path Through the Site
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Potentials of Infrastructure and Transformation on Site
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Closeness among material sources, material processing,
making, using, and storing is knit into the site. Materials
are harvested and transported down the Columbia River,
or salvaged from the bay. The mill processes the timber
into turnable dimensions. While the workshop can function to produce most anything.
There is an emphasis on the production of descriptive objects, tangibly tied to the history and functions of the site.

The Ultralight aircraft and small-craft boats explain the former uses, while providing strong connections to the nature
of place.
The site is a stage, capable of changing the set. It reacts to
seasons, uses, and gatherings by shifting, altering, and adjusting. Divisions of the site into material processing, making, and storage are determined by use. The infrastructure
of the site is integral to the process of transformation.
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Depending on season
or time of day, the piers
provide a landing area for
micro-lite aircraft. From
the sky, the adventurer is
aware and engaged with
the landscape and seaside. A rare, clear day on
Oregon’s is enjoyed by the
gathering on the pier to
fly, paddle, or build.

The reactive nature of the
site provides open possibilities for spontaneity or
ritual. Bonfires, workshops,
chili-suppers, a midnight
paddle at the summer solstice, and many other potentials create an attitude
about what is made, where
it is made, and how it is
used that is close, responsive, and descriptive.
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